Abstract: Multipoint-to-multipoint communication can beimplemented by combining the pointto-multipoint and multipoint-to-point connection operations. In a multipoint-to-point connection, multiple sources send data to the same destination on a shared tree. Tra c from multiple branches is merged into a single stream after every merge point. It is impossible for the network to determine any source-speci c characteristics since all sources in the multipoint connection may use the same connection identi ers. The challenge is to develop a fair rate allocation algorithm without per-source operations, as these are no longer equivalent to per-connection or per-ow operations.
Introduction
Multipoint communication is the exchange of information among multiple senders and multiple receivers. Multipoint support in Asynchronous Transfer Mode (ATM) networks is essential for e cient duplication and synchronization of data. Examples of multipoint applications include audio and video conferencing, and server and replicated database synchronization (see gure 1). Multipointto-point connections are especially important for overlaying Internet (IP) networks and simplifying end systems and edge devices 15] . In multipoint-to-point connections, only one connection needs to be set up even if there are multiple data sources.
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Figure 1: ATM multipoint communication
An e cient and exible ATM multipoint service is a key factor to the success of ATM networks.
Several issues need to beaddressed in the ATM multipoint service de nition, such as routing, signaling, and tra c management. In this paper, we focus on tra c management issues in the case of multiple sources. Speci cally, we tackle the de nition of fairness, and the congestion and feedback control problem for multipoint-to-point connections. The problem of consolidating control cells is not tackled in this paper (see 4] for an analysis of the solutions to feedback consolidation). ATM networks currently o er two service categories for data tra c: the available bit rate (ABR) and the unspeci ed bit rate (UBR) services. Capacity left over by real-time tra c is fairly divided among the active ABR sources and indicated to the sources through closed-loop feedback control 5].
The most commonly adopted fairness de nition is max-min fairness 7] . Intuitively, this means that all sources bottlenecked at the same node are allocated equal rates (or proportional rates using weights). This de nition was developed for point-to-point connections, and in this paper, we extend it for multipoint connections, and discuss the development of a distributed algorithm to achieve fairness. Multipoint-to-point ABR connections require feedback to be returned to the appropriate sources at the appropriate times. The bandwidth requirements for a virtual connection (VC) after a merge point is the sum of the bandwidths used by all sources whose tra c is merged (see gure 2). This is because the aggregate data rate after a merge point i s t h e sum of all incoming data rates to the merge point 8 ] . Consolidating control cells in the forward direction is not necessary since the ratio of control cells to data cells after merging remains the same. We h a ve de ned several types of fairness for multipoint-to-point V Cs implemented as shared trees 3] . Among these, we believe that weighted source-based fairness is the most preferred because it is a simple and logical extension of point-to-point fairness de nitions. To compute source-based fair allocations, a single N-to-one connection is treated as N one-to-one connections (in terms of bandwidth allocation), regardless of which V C each source belongs to. A source-based fair algorithm must give the same (or proportional) allocation to all sources bottlenecked on the same link. Source-based fairness in some switch implementations poses di culties, since sources in the same VC cannot bedistinguished (they have the same connection identi er).
The challenges for rate allocation algorithms in this case include avoiding per-source accounting and avoiding estimating the numberofactive sources. This has to bedone without adversely a ecting the transient response or increasing the rate oscillations. The remainder of this paper is organized as follows. First, we give some de nitions and discuss the VC merge technique for avoiding cell interleaving in multipoint connections. Then, we summarize related work on multipoint-to-point algorithms. We de ne fairness using an example. In section 4 we d e v elop the rate allocation and merge point algorithms for multipoint connections, and examine their features. We analyze the performance of the algorithm in section 5, and conclude with a set of recommendations for rate allocation schemes to support multiple sources.
Preliminaries and Related Work
In this section, we give some background on the problem of ABR multipoint ow control. We distinguish connections, sources and ows, discuss VC merging and ABR ow control, and discuss previous work on multipoint-to-point algorithms. 2 Figure 3 shows a con guration with two virtual connections (VCs). One of the VCs is a pointto-point VC, while the other is a multipoint-to-point VC. The sources in the multipoint-to-point Figure 3 : Source versus VC v ersus ow VC are indicated by dark-colored circles, while the source in the point-to-point VC is denoted by the light-colored circle. At the second switch, tra c from four sources, but only two VCs, is being switched to the output port. Note, however, that the second switch can distinguish three input ows (the point-to-point connection, and two o ws of the multipoint-to-point connection coming through di erent i n terfaces). The two sources whose tra c was merged at the rst switch constitute a single ow at the second switch, assuming that they cannot bedistinguished downstream of their merge point. Thus, two of the input ows that can bedistinguished at the second switch belong to the same VC, while the third ow belongs to a di erent V C. The second switch merges the two o ws of the same VC i n to a single ow.
Connections, Sources and Flows

VC Merging
In ATM networks, the virtual path identi er (VPI) and virtual connection identi er (VCI) elds in the cell header are used to switch ATM cells. The ATM adaptation layer (AAL) at the source segments packets into ATM cells, marking the last cell of each p a c ket. The AAL at the destination uses the VPI/VCI elds and the end of packet marker to reassemble the data from the cells received. ATM adaptation layer 5 (AAL5), which is used for most data tra c, does not introduce any multiplexing identi er or sequence numberinATM cells. If cells from di erent sources are merged and interleaved on the links of a multipoint connection (implemented as a shared tree), the AAL5 at the destination cannot assemble the data. This is because all tra c within the group uses the same VPI/VCI, and the identity of the source is not indicated in each cell. The AAL5 layer uses the end-of-message bit to determine the end of each packet, but since the cells of di erent packets are interleaved, all the packets may get corrupted, as illustrated in gure 4 (the end-of-message bit value is shown above each ATM cell in the gure).
One of the solutions proposed to this problem is the VC merge approach. This approach bu ers the cells of packets coming through other interfaces at the switch until all cells of the current packet go through (see 6] for a description of the technique and 17] for an analysis of its performance). Thus, a packet-based scheduling algorithm is implemented at the merge point, and separate queues are maintained for each ow (where a ow is de ned as the cells of a VC coming on an input Figure 4 : The cell interleaving problem link). The end-of-message bit signals to the switch that a packet from a di erent port can now be forwarded. In this paper, we focus on VC merge implementations, where cells from di erent sources are indistinguishable, since this is the most di cult case for bandwidth allocation algorithms to handle.
ABR Flow Control
The available bit rate (ABR) service periodically indicates to sources the rate at which they should be transmitting. The feedback from the switches to the sources is indicated in resource management (RM) cells generated by the sources and turned around by the destinations ( gure 5). The RM cells owing from the source to the destination are called forward RM cells (FRMs) while those returning from the destination to the source are called backward RM cells (BRMs). The RM cells contain the source current cell rate (CCR), in addition to several elds that can be used by the switches to provide feedback to the sources. Feedback can be just one or two bits, or it can be the rate at which the source should transmit, called the explicit rate (ER). When a source receives a BRM cell, it computes its allowed cell rate (ACR) using its current ACR value, the congestion indication bits, and the explicit rate eld of the RM cell.
Previously Proposed ABR Multipoint-to-Point Algorithms
Tra c management rules for multipoint-to-point connections are still in their early phases of definition 14, 13, 1, 12]. Ren and Siu 14, 13] have described an algorithm for multipoint-to-point congestion control, which assumes that VC merge is employed. The algorithm operates as follows.
A bit is maintained at the merge point for each of the ows being merged. The bit indicates that an FRM has been received from this ow after a BRM had been sent t o i t . Therefore, when an FRM is received at the merge point, it is forwarded to the root and the bit is set. When a BRM is received at the merge point, it is duplicated and sent to the branches that have their bit set, and then the bits are reset. We implement this algorithm as explained in section 4.2, and show s i m ulation results in section 5.
In 
Fairness De nition
Throughout the rest of the paper, we use max-min fairness as the underlying fairness de nition. However, the de nition we give apply for any underlying de nition, e.g., general weighted fairness with minimum rate guarantees 16]. Max-min fairness means that no connection can beallocated a higher rate without hurting another connection having an equal or lower rate. We de ne a network con guration as a set of sources, destinations and switches, interconnected with links of given distances and bandwidths, and a set of virtual connections. We use the following notation:
n denotes the number of sources in a given con guration x i denotes the allocation given to the i th source in a given con guration N=K times that for a K-source multipoint-to-point V C bottlenecked on the same link. Figure 6 : Example multipoint-to-point con guration with an upstream bottleneck
The fairness de nition can be explained using the following example. Figure 6 illustrates a con guration with two V Cs: one of the VCs is a multipoint-to-point V C with four sources and one destination, and the other is a point-to-point V C .
Other fairness de nitions, e.g., those in 3], are also possible. The choice of the type of fairness to adopt relies on the application type, and pricing methods used. We prefer source-based fairness,
as it is a natural extension of point-to-point fairness de nitions. In addition, it is the simplest to implement, and does not su er from beat-down problems as with ow-based solutions. The interconnection unfairness discussed above is not a major problem since the number of concurrent senders in the multipoint connection is usually small in typical applications (e.g., one speaker at a time in an audio conference). Weights can also beused to eliminate any unfairness. Pricing can bebased on sources in this case. In the remainder of this paper, we discuss and analyze the development of an algorithm to achieve source-based fairness. 4 The Algorithm
We rst discuss the rate allocation algorithm, and then the merge point algorithm. Then we discuss some design issues.
Rate Allocation Algorithm
Rate allocation algorithms are employed at every network switch to compute and indicate the appropriate feedback to the sources. The algorithm we discuss is based upon the ERICA+ rate allocation algorithm 10]. However, we eliminate all the steps that required per-VC accounting in ERICA+.
The reason for this is that rate algorithms perform per-VC accounting as if it were per-source accounting. Per-source accounting mu s t b e a voided for compatibility with VC merge switches and for scalability.
The algorithm uses a measurement interval to measure the quantities required for computing the rate allocation. At the end of every interval, the algorithm averages some of the quantities measured, and uses these quantities to give the appropriate feedback to the sources in the following interval. The algorithm measures: (1) the ABR input rate to each port, and (2) the available capacity on each link, subtracting the capacity used by higher priority classes such as VBR. It also computes a function of the queueing delay and uses its value to scale the available capacity (in order to leave some of the capacity for the queues to drain). The ratio of the (average) measured input rate to the (average) mesaured target capacity is called the overload factor.
The algorithm also uses the current cell rate (CCR) of the sources, as indicated in the FRM cells. In addition, it keeps track of the maximum explicit rate indicated to all sources sending to this port during each interval.
The overload is compared to 1+ (usually is set to 0.1). If the overload is greater than 1.1, which means there is high overload, the algorithm scales down the current cell rate of the connection by the overload factor. Otherwise, if there is underload (overload is 1 + ), the algorithm also uses an additional quantity. This quantity is the maximum allocation allocated during the previous interval. Bringing up all allocations to this quantity ensures that all connections get fair rates according to the speci ed weights.
In the pseudocode below, there are two options that are not necessary for the algorithm, but help reduce rate uctuations in some cases (especially when the measurement i n terval value is very small). The rst option (which w e label option 1) does not use the most current C C R v alue from FRM cells, but uses the maximum of the CCR values seen in FRMs in the current i n terval. This option is useful when there are multiple sources in the same VC, as explained in the next subsection. The second option (option 2) uses exponential averaging for the maximum ER given in the previous interval to smooth out variations.
The algorithm executes for each output port: when an FRM cell is received, when a BRM cell is received, and at the end of each measurement i n terval. The algorithm is O(1) and its complexity i s independent o f t h e n umber of connections and the numberofsources. Since the calculations of the input rate, target capacity and overload factor are the same as in the ERICA+ algorithm, we only brie y outline these here.
FRM cell is received for VC j:
(current cell rate) j CCR eld from the FRM cell
Or as an option (option 1: maximum CCR option): IF ( rst FRM in interval) j = T R UE THEN (current cell rate) j CCR eld from the FRM cell ( rst FRM in interval) j FALSE ELSE (current cell rate) j maximum (CCR eld from the FRM cell, (current c e l l r a t e ) j ) END BRM cell is to besent out for VC j:
IF (overload factor > 1+ ) THEN ER (current cell rate) j /overload factor ELSE ER maximum ((current c e l l r a t e ) j /overload factor, maximum ER in previous interval) END ER minimum (target capacity, E R ) maximum ER in current i n terval maximum (ER, maximum ER in current i n terval) ER in BRM cell minimum (ER, ER in BRM cell)
End of measurement interval: target capacity exponential average of (across intervals) of link capacity minus CBR and VBR capacity, scaled for queues to drain by using a fractional function (refer to 10]) input rate exponential average (across intervals) of total ABR input cells beingswitched to this output port overload factor input rate/target capacity 8j ( rst FRM in interval) j TRUE maximum ER in previous interval maximum ER in current i n terval Or as an option (option 2: averaging the maximum ER in previous interval option) : maximum ER in previous interval (1-) maximum ER in current i n terval + maximum ER in previous interval maximum ER in current i n terval 0 Notes:
1. The input rate, target capacity, o verload factor, maximum ER in current i n terval and maximum ER in previous interval are computed and stored for each output port. The \ rst FRM in interval" (if used) and the \current cell rate" are stored for each V C for each output port.
2. In our simulations, the parameter is set to 0.1, and the parameter is also set to 0.1. These are the recommended values for these parameters.
3. The \averaging of maximum ER in previous interval" option (option 2) slightly reduces rate oscillations in some cases. It is not essential if its implementation complexity is high.
4. The maximum CCR option (option 1) also reduces rate oscillations in cases of extremely small averaging interval values (< 200 s for rates about 10 Mbps per source). It is also unnecessary.
Exponentially averaging the maximum CCR values across intervals might further improve the performance. The next subsection discusses the usage of CCR in more detail.
Reference 10] gives a proof that this algorithm converges to the max-min fair rates for a single bottleneck case. The main idea of the proof is that the algorithm is fair because it allocates all sources bottlenecked at the same link the exact same rates. In addition, the algorithm converges to rates that result in an overload factor value close to one, because the rates are scaled by the overload factor.
Merge Point Algorithm
This algorithm is the same as the multipoint-to-point algorithm developed by Ren and Siu in 13]. The algorithm is employed at every merge point where cells from di erent sources in the same multipoint-to-point V C are being merged and follow the same path to the destination. We r s t g i v e the pseudocode for the algorithm, and then discuss some properties of the algorithm.
A ag (can be one bit) called Ready is maintained for each of the ows being merged. The ag indicates that an FRM cell has been received from this ow after a BRM cell had been sent t o i t .
Upon the receipt of an FRM cell from branch i: Perform the rate allocation algorithm as described in the previous section
Reference 13] gives a proof by induction on the numberofleve l s o f t h e m ultipoint tree to show that this algorithm gives fair allocations for multiple sources if the rate allocation algorithm employed gives max-min fair allocations.
Rate Allocation Design Issues
As previously mentioned, rate allocation algorithms for multipoint-to-point ( o r m ultipoint-to-multipoint) connections may not beable to distinguish cells from di erent sources in the same VC. Thus they cannot: (1) use the number of established connections as an indication of the number of sources, (2) measure or estimate the rate of each source, (3) distinguish between overloading and underloading sources, or compute the numberof overloading sources, (4) estimate the e ective numberofactive sources. Such techniques are used in many of the popular point-to-point switch s c hemes, such a s t h e MIT scheme 2] and the UCSC scheme 9].
Most
to-point connections. This is because it may be impossible to determine which source the RM cell belongs to. The CCR value in the BRM cells at the merge point m a y not capture upstream bottleneck information for any of the ows whose tra c is being merged, since it may actually be the CCR of a downstream source whose bottleneck r a t e is high. We explain this next.
Lemma 1: Algorithms which use the CCR values noted from backward RM cells are not fair for multipoint-to-point connections: ER= f(C C R BRM ) is not necessarily max-min fair.
Proof Sketch: The proof is by counter-example. We g i v e a case where an algorithm using C C R BRM gives unfair allocations. Suppose a multipoint-to-point VC has two sources, one of which has a bottleneck rate of 58 Mbps, and the other has a bottleneck rate of 16 Mbps, and the two sources are being merged at a switch. Figure 6 shows an example where at Switch 2 , S 1 (and S 2 ) of rate 16 Mbps and S 3 of rate 58 Mbps are being merged (we will simulate this case in sections 5.2.2 to 5.2.4). The source which is bottlenecked at 16 Mbps (say S 1 ) shares its bottleneck link with a point-to-point connection (S A to dS A ). At the merge point, BRM cells of the higher rate source (the 58 Mbps source) are more frequently sent to all the sources in this VC being merged with a high ER value (since the CCR is assumed to be 58 Mbps). This can result in over-allocation to the lower rate source(s) being merged, and unfairness to the point-to-point connection.
2 Hence, algorithms that use the CCR value for rate computation must use the value of the CCR indicated in FRM cells for computation when a BRM cell is received. This is the most up-to-date value of CCR, since the CCR in the BRMs may be stale after traveling all the way to the destination and back. The CCR value in the FRM cells at the merge point captures upstream bottleneck information for one of the ows whose tra c is being merged. The FRM cells of the sources being merged, however, may still be indistinguishable at the merge point. In the remainder of this section, we argue that this does not a ect the convergence and steady state behavior of the algorithm. Proof Sketch:
Since the guaranteed fairness is statistical, the proof is also statistical. Assume that there are two ows S low and S high being merged. We will brie y examine the situation when the forward CCR used to compute the ER for a ow is not the CCR corresponding to that ow.
CASE 1:
When computing the ER for S low , i f t h e C C R o f S high is used, then the ER computed for S low will betoohigh. But S low is bottlenecked upstream of the merge point (otherwise its bottleneck rate will not be less than that for S high , since S low and S high merge at the merge point and never split after that), so the ER given to S low at the merge point w i l l b e o verwritten by upstream switches.
CASE 2:
For the case when the CCR of S low is used to compute the ER for S high , rst consider the algorithm with the maximum CCR option. The only situation when the ER for S high is calculated based upon the CCR for S low is when only FRM cells of S low have been seen since the beginning of the current interval. (Note that if no FRM cells have been seen at all, the CCR value used is the maximum seen in the previous interval, which will be the CCR of the higher rate source S high unless S high is sending at a very low rate, in which case the scheme should not allocate it high rates: see the discussion in 11] for more details on handling low rate sources.) Since S high has a higher rate, it has a higher frequency of FRM cells, so it becomes highly improbable for this to hold. This argument can be extended for the algorithm without the maximum CCR option. In this case, instead of the smaller CCR b e i n g u s e d w h e n o n l y F R M cells from the lower rate source have been seen so far in this interval, it is the last FRM cell received that determines the CCR used. But, again, since the higher rate source has a higher FRM rate, it is statistically unlikely for the smaller CCR to be used. The maximum ER in the previous interval term ensures that if the small CCR is in fact used, the source is allocated at least as much as other VCs going to the same output port, which ensures fairness and fast convergence. 
Merge Point Design Issues
T h e r e a r e a n umberofways to implement m ultipoint-to-point merge point algorithms. Each method o ers a tradeo in complexity, scalability, o verhead, response time and steady state behavior.
In the above algorithm, a BRM cell is returned to a source for every one or more FRM cells it sends. Thus the BRM to FRM cell ratio at the source is less than or equal to one. In steady state, the ratio is likely to approach one, since the FRM rate and BRM rate will be similar. This is an important property of ABR ow control that should bemaintained for multipoint-to-point connections. The BRM to FRM ratio in the network is also one in this case. (If FRM cells are turned around at merge points as in 14], the same FRMs can be turned around at another merge point o r t h e destination, creating BRM cells that eventually get discarded in the network.) Also observe that in this scheme, since the merge point does not need to turn around every FRM cell, the overhead of the algorithm is reduced. However, the scheme needs to duplicate BRM cells. With the new advances in multicast ATM switch a r c hitectures, this operation can be quite e cient.
The algorithm we use returns a BRM cell received from the root to the branches which have sent FRM cells to the merge point since the last BRM cell had been passed. This makes the scheme less sensitive to the numberoflevels of merge points, as compared to those schemes which turn around FRM cells (such as the scheme in 14]). This is because schemes turning around FRMs have t o w ait for an FRM to be received at every merge point, so their response time increases with the numberof levels in the tree. In addition, the ER value returned by s u c h s c hemes may be incorrect if no BRM cells have beenreceived since the last one was sent, leading to rate oscillations and possibly large queue lengths.
Performance Analysis
This section provides a simulation analysis of the multipoint algorithm described in the previous two sections. Only a few simple experiments are shown here more stringent tests have been conducted, and the preliminary results are consistent with those presented next.
The results are presented in the form of four graphs for each con guration: 4. The source parameter transient bu er exposure (TBE) is set to large values to prevent rate decreases due to the triggering of the source open-loop congestion control mechanism. This was done to isolate the rate reductions due to the switch congestion control scheme from the rate reductions due to TBE.
All other ABR parameters are set to their default values 5].
6. A dynamic queue control function is used to scale the available capacity and achieve a constant queuing delay in steady state 10]. The \target delay" parameter speci es the desired queuing delay. A value of 1.5 ms was used. An inverse hyperbolic function is used. The hyperbolic function curve parameters used were a = 1 :15 and b = 1 . The queue drain limit factor is set to 0.5 (which means that up to 50% of the link capacity can be used to drain queues).
7. A xed time measurement i n terval is used to measure and average the input rate and available capacity, and to note the maximum allocation given (and possibly the maximum CCR value in FRM cells). The interval is set to 5 ms in all experiments except those in section 5.2.4.
8. Since we do not implement V C merge in our switches, we only use one cell long packets. Our next study will implement V C merge and examine its e ect.
9. All sources are deterministic, i.e., their start/stop times and their transmission rates are known.
10. Simulation time is two seconds.
11. The simulations use both the maximum CCR option and exponentially averaging the maximum ER option as discussed in section 4.1. We h a ve simulated all our con gurations without using either option, and with each option separately, and the di erences were insigni cant. We do not show these results here for space considerations. In particular, the results when neither of the two options is enabled, and with extremely small measurement intervals (as with the simulations in section 5.2.4) showed that the algorithm still rapidly converges to the optimal allocations, and that the oscillations (though they do slightly increase) were not signi cantly more than the results we show in section 5.2.4.
Simulation Results
In this section, we discuss a sample of our simulation results. We mainly use two con gurations, and experiment with di erent link lengths, initial cell rates of the sources, rate increase factor values, and lengths of the measurement i n terval. is around 175000 to 520000, which is exactly 1 to 3. Thus the resource allocation is not fair among the VCs. Figure 9 illustrates the results of simulating the same con guration ( gure 7) when all sources start at a high ICR value. The ICR for all sources here is 100 Mbps. This creates an initial overload on Notice that the sum of the source rates for all sources is 150 Mbps, so the initial load value is close to 1. The rates for sources S 1 and S 3 are quickly reduced, while those of sources S 2 and S A quickly rise, as seen in gure 10(a). The queues are also quite small ( gure 10(b)). Figure 11 : Example multipoint-to-point con guration with an upstream bottleneck Figure 11 illustrates the same con guration as in gure 6, where all links are approximately 150 Mbps, is approximately 80000 to 700000 which i s 0 . 1 1 . The slopes of the two lines also have the same ratio. This is close to the optimal value since 16.67/149.76 = 0.11.
Downstream Bottleneck Con guration
Upstream Bottleneck with Heterogenous Links Con guration
E ect of Large Rate Increase Factor Values
The rate increase factor determines the maximum increase when a BRM cell indicating underload is received. If the RIF is set to a fraction less than one, the maximum increase at each step is limited to RIF the peakcell rate for the VC. Setting RIF to small va l u e s i s a more conservative strategy that controls queue growth and oscillations, especially during transient periods. It, however, may slow down the response of the system when capacity suddenly becomes available leading to underutilization. Figure 13 illustrates the results for the con guration of gure 11 when the rate increase factor (RIF) is set to its maximum possible value, which i s 1 . Part (a) of the gure shows that the rates do not oscillate more than the corresponding gure with a small RIF value ( gure 12(a)). The queues in gure 13(b) are also similar to those in gure 12(b).
E ect of Extremely Short Measurement Intervals
As discussed in section 4.1, extremely short measurement i n tervals can cause the algorithm to su er from oscillations. To examine this e ect, we have simulated the algorithm with a measurement interval of 200 s. Recall that in the upstream bottleneck con guration (shown in gure 11), the optimal rates for sources S 1 , S 2 and S A are 16.67 Mbps, and those for sources S 3 and S 4 are Setting the measurement i n terval to 200 s means that RM cells for S 3 and S 4 might n o t b e r e c e i v ed every measurement interval, and that RM cells for S 1 , S 2 and S A might not be received for 4 consecutive measurement i n tervals.
In order to receive at least one FRM cell from the highest rate source in a certain interval, the interval length should be > N r m ACR maximum . This condition is likely to hold for reasonably long intervals, unless all sources are sending at very low rates, in which case the overload factor will be low and their rates will increase if they have data to send. Figure 14 illustrates the results for the con guration of gure 11. Clearly, the short averaging interval causes more oscillations, but the rates of the sources still converge to their fair rates. Also observe that the number of cells received for both connections is the same as in gure 12(d). Increasing the value of the parameter (in section 4.1) can reduce the oscillations.
Conclusions and Recommendations for Switch Schemes
All source-based switch algorithms operating in VC merge switches need to avoid distinguishing among sources in the same VC. Key lessons learned from this study include (refer to section 4.3 for supporting arguments):
1. Source-level accounting should not be performed in multipoint rate allocation algorithms. For example, measuring the rates for each source, or distinguishing overloading and underloading sources cannot be performed. If such accounting is performed at the VC l e v el or the ow l e v el, an additional mechanism to divide VC o r o w bandwidth among sources is necessary.
2.
Estimating the e ective number of active sources in order to divide the available capacity among them is very di cult in multipoint connections, since it is impossible to distinguish among sources in the same multipoint V C w i t h V C merge implementations.
3. The only information a multipoint rate allocation algorithm can use is the information supplied in RM cells, in addition to aggregate measurements of load, capacity and queuing delays. 4. CCR values from BRM cells should not be used in computing rate allocations for sources in multipoint connections, since the CCR value can bethat of another source that does not go through the switch performing the computation. That source may have a much higher bottleneck rate, and using its CCR can result in unfairness.
5. CCR values from FRM cells can be used to compute rate allocations for sources in multipoint connections, even though the CCR used to compute the rate for a source may not actually be the CCR value of the source. This does not create problems due to the properties of the merged ow (see section 4.1 for a more detailed explanation). The maximum CCR value seen in an interval can be used instead of the CCR of the source. Exponential averaging of the maximum CCR seen or maximum ER given may further improve the performance of the algorithm.
6. Merge point algorithms should avoid changing the BRM to FRM ratio at the source or inside the network, to maintain the rate of feedback that the source requires, and avoid excessive overhead in the network. Scalability o f the scheme is also a ected by these ratios. Excessive complexity, noise, and response time can also beavoided by returning the BRM cells coming from the root, instead of turning around the RM cells at the merge points (refer to section 4.4 for supporting arguments).
